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Question #:1

A company implements a vSAN environment with linked clone virtual desktops and homogeneous desktop
operating systems. During the last three months, users have experienced intermittent high latency, degraded
performance, and lockout from desktops.

Which two methods should an administrator use to monitor and respond to the issues? (Choose two.)

vRealize Log Insight

vRealize Automation

Live Optics

HCIBench

vRealize Operations Manager

Answer: A C

Question #:2

Where would an administrator enable deduplication and compression in a vSAN environment?

at the cluster level under vSAN services

at the object level using storage policies

at the host level using ESXCLI commands

at the disk group level

Answer: B

Question #:3

What are two purposes of a vSAN storage policy? (Choose two.)

Determine how storage objects are provisioned

Determine vSAN encryption level

Guarantee the required level of service

Enable deduplication and compression
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Enable TRIM/UNMAP

Answer: A C

Question #:4

A vSAN cluster has this configuration:

-4 hosts with 1 disk group per host

-Each disk group contains 1 cache device and 7 capacity devices

What are two ways to increase the vSAN datastore storage capacity? (Choose two.)

Add a host to the cluster

Add a cache device to each disk group

Add a capacity drive to each disk group

Replace a cache device with a larger cache device

Add a disk group to each host

Answer: A E

Question #:5

Which solution is used to apply upgrades to a vSAN cluster?

VMware vRealize Operations Manager

VMware Update Manager

VMware vRealize Automation

VMware Lifecycle Manager

Answer: B

Question #:6

A 3-node vSAN cluster will take which two actions, when a drive is physically removed from a vSAN node?
(Choose two.)
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Marks all components on that device as absent

Marks all components on that device as degraded

Waits for the configured delay timer before rebuild

Marks all components on that device as stale

Starts component rebuild immediately

Answer: A C

Question #:7

A vSAN administrator is designing a new all-flash vSAN cluster. The cluster will host read intensive
applications.

Which factor should be included in the design to improve read performance?

Multiple disk groups

Large capacity disks

Large cache disks

Large controller cache

Answer: B

Question #:8

What is a supported use of the vSAN iSCSI target service?

To provision storage as a VM Raw Device Mapping

To provision storage for third-party hypervisors

To provision storage for an ESXi host

To provision storage for an Oracle RAC cluster

Answer: D

Question #:9


